Pinan Go
1) Begin in Mokuso [meditation position], Mokuso Yame [come out of Mokuso into Yoi
Dachi (YD)]. Hajime (begin), look to your left, step back and begin block, turn hips
into Kokutsu Dachi (KKD) as you block Chudan Uchi Uke (CUU). Perform straight
punch with your right hand, reach out with your left hand and cover fist. Rotate
your hips 90 degrees clockwise and step into Musubi dachi as you bring covered fist
into chamber.
2) Look to your right, step back and begin block, turn hips into Kokutsu Dachi (KKD) as
you block Chudan Uchi Uke (CUU). Perform straight punch with your left hand,
reach out with your right hand and cover fist. Rotate your hips 90 degrees counter
clockwise and step into Musubi dachi as you bring covered fist into chamber.
3) Step out with right foot into ZD and perform supported block.
4) Step out with left foot into Left ZD, chamber hands for x block and perform lower
x-block.
5) Chamber hands against your chest as you look up, perform high X-Block. Open your
hands, pointing fingers straight up (trapping opponents wrist). Keeping contact with
your wrists, rotate your hand simulating a break. Chamber your right hand back and
parry across with your left hand.
6) Step with right foot into Right ZD and perform straight punch. KIAI!
7) Rotating your body counter clockwise on your left foot 270 degrees. Perform a high
crescent kick with your right leg. Rechamber your leg and land in low Kiba Dachi,
block down with your right hand (can also be a tettsui or hammer fist strike).
8) Look to your left as you chamber your hands across your body. Both hands are open
with your right arm on top of the left, with the hand protecting your face. Slowly
bring your left hand out to make a target while the right hand goes to chamber
(Ibuki Breathing). With your right leg, perform a crescent kick into hand, followed
by an elbow strike with the right elbow. Both strikes happen before your right foot
touches the ground. Your body will rotate 180 degrees counter clockwise.
9) Look over your right shoulder 45 degrees and step with your left leg behind your
body into Kake dachi (hook stance) chamber your hands for a supported block. Stay
in hook stance as your perform supported block. Step out with your left foot and
punch straight up high with your right hand, left hand goes to chamber.
10) Look to the rear and jump into the air, rotating your body 270 degrees in a counter
clockwise direction. Land in a hook stance with the left leg behind you performing a
low X-block (can also be a gedan strike). KIAI!
11) Step out with your right foot rotating your body 90 degrees clockwise into a right
ZD with a supported block.
12) Slide your rear leg (left) behind you and rotate your body 225 degrees counter
clockwise so you end up in a rear right leaning stance. Keeping both hands open, your
left hand is straight and parallel to your left leg, and your right hand is up
protecting your head with the palm facing in. Rotate your hips into a normal left
leaning stance and use your right hand to perform a palm heel strike as your left
hand comes up to protect your face. Close both hands and rotate hips 90 degrees
into Kiba Dachi. Bring your right hand high above your head as the left hand blocks

down. Slide your left foot back into musubi dachi as you rotate your hips 45
degrees counter clockwise.
13) Slide your right foot our 45 degrees into a rear left leaning stance. Keeping both
hands open, your right hand is straight and parallel to your right leg, and your left
hand is up protecting your head with the palm facing in. Rotate your hips into a
normal right leaning stance and use your left hand to perform a palm heel strike as
your right hand comes up to protect your face. Close both hands and rotate hips 90
degrees into Kiba Dachi. Bring your left hand high above your head as the right
hand blocks down. Slide your right foot back into musubi dachi as you rotate your
hips 45 degrees counter clockwise.
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